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Abstract: - People in today’s world don’t want to travel and instead want to live a luxurious life. Our group will create a mobile app for the ‘A vehicle Service Center’. The app works on any tablet or gadget that is compatible with it. This software allows bike and auto owners to interact directly with mechanics, and in this contemporary age, we provide a free devour and drop service to our consumers. The user may locate the service center, obtain its location, and review and select any of the services offered by the service center. The user may send a letter to the dealer inviting them to pick up their vehicle, schedule a service appointment, take a test drive, and purchase extras. This application is also very user-friendly.
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Background Information

The reason of this assignment is to provide a bike & car or another car-cell servicing gadget extra efficaciously than the present system.[1] We provide a mobile application for Vehicle service at their doorstep. [2] The app will enable any motorcycle user to search and speak with any automobile carrier Centre within the area. Examine previously published work in the same area. [3] The consumer can locate the service middle, get its vicinity and test and pick out any of the offerings furnished through the respective middle. [4] The user can ship a request for pick out and drop, appointment for servicing, check power in addition to add-ons purchase to the supplier.

Motivation

A goal of our project is to create an internet application that will be useful to individuals. [2] We noticed that many people desire a lavish lifestyle. However, they have faced several challenges in the past. Even though we are also experiencing same issue in the city. Many individuals do not know what time it is in the west.

So, let's see what we can do to solve this issue. [3] This is the foundation of our application. People that use our app book their automobile service rather than going to their location. There is no reason for people to spend their time.
Problem Statement

[1] Lack of proper use of internet may lead toward poor facilities, a bunch of trouble losses of valuable time. [2] IN case of the people of our country, because of not having proper knowledge about the use of internet, they are going to door to door facilities.

Project Objectives

- [1] To build a smart city service application to save money and Time.
- The app will permit any motorcycle & vehicle person to search and communicate with any bike & automobile service center.
- [2] The consumer can ship a request for select and drop, appointment for services, check power as well as accessories buy to the provider.
- The provider procedures these requests and responds to the user via push notifications.

Project Scope

- Designing a database for storing associated facts.
- Get region/deal with of the advertisement the use of the map.
- establishing a name plan through GSM module.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

[4] Before developing this app, I conducted a thorough survey of various service centers by visiting them and informing them that if they currently have 5 customers per day, they will have 20 customers with the help of my app, and that they must pay me a token or commission charge of 20% for each customer who visits their service point through my app. On iOS/Android, this software is entirely free.


[5] Royal Enfield is a motorcycle manufacturer based in the United Kingdom.

- Flick thru the whole product portfolio.
- Enquire about new motorcycles.
- e-book a provider appointment.
- provide feedback regarding Motor Cycles.
- e-book a company appointment.

Bajaj gives information about motorbike servicing stations. It also gives you the contact facts for an actual parts provider. [4] Customers can communicate with a specific station by dialing a number. They are unable to provide online booking services and do not have an Android application. Through its website, Hero MotoCorp offers an online booking service. They only provide information about approved dealers. Customers can communicate with a specific station by dialing a number. They don’t have a mobile app for Android. Mahindra Bikes only lists approved dealers and repair shops on their website. There is no way to reserve a service online or make a payment.

III. COMPARATIVE STUDIES

[1] There are some packages which have a few obstacles. maximum of utility have a same problem. exceptional application has deferent capabilities however, in our utility, distinctive feature to that software. Such as door-to-door pick up and drop. [2] alternatively our utility additionally permits the Google map to track the location.

Below image is show how our application different for other application:

Fig1: - App features infrastructure
In above pictures we saw how our app is different for other application. Our application will work as a bridge with local mechanical shop. Second Our application not give any service packages. Third Our application provide individual modification rather than whole package.

IV. CHALLENGES

Preserving the application easy and clear:

[1]If the app is very complicated and consumer can't recognize the way it works, then the consumer may be pissed off and could supply a bad review approximately the application.[1] So the functions of the app should be very clear.

Interactive Application: One important aspect in a software program venture is its Interactions. [1] cellular devices offer many functions with excessive fine sensors. So, developing interactions is time ingesting and may be very complex in design phase.

Maintaining a connection with the user:[1] Mobile software market is dynamic due to excessive wide variety of innovations. So, connection with the users is very vital.

Performance: [1] One of the crucial challenges is to design well performing and bug unfastened utility which desires minimal charge of battery.

V. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

Use case Diagram

[1]A use case diagram at its best is a illustration of a user’s interaction with the machine that suggests the connection.

Usability Requirement

● An android OS primarily based handset (Android model 4.2 - 7.0) with net connection and GPS guide.
● The interface of the utility is suitable even for the coloration-blind people.
● all of us who knows English can use this utility.

Design Requirement

Flutter: [1]Flutter is an open deliver framework via manner of Google for building stunning, natively compiled, multi-platform packages from a single codebase.

Android SDK: [1] Android SDK provides the API libraries and developer equipment important to build, take a look at, and debug android programs.
To expand Android utility, Android SDK is the vital device. [1] This SDK may be very comprehensive tool that contains no longer best the library for improvement, however also includes the simulator to check the application.

Java Development Kit (JDK): JDK is an implementation of either one of the Java SE, Java EE or Java ME structures.

Android Virtual Device (AVD): The AVD supervisor gives a graphical interface which run the android utility known as emulator.

QEMU—primarily based tool—emulation tool that can use to debug and check programs in an real Android run-time surroundings.

VI. TESTING & EVALUATION

Usability Test

In Usability Testing we usually test its performance, user friendly or not, speed, apps functionality, user experiences etc. [6] We ran a survey among 40 users their aged between 18-30. On this survey 30 of them are male and 10 of them are female.

We asked them few questions about our app and they reply our questions. By analyzing those questions, we set up a survey report about our app.

Finally, we found the result is –

- Better quality application
- Better performance
- Better UI
- User friendly
- Easy to use

Unit Test

[11] Unit test is very important thing it help us to designing and implementing our project. It is a process which can help us to develop our project. [7] In unit test there is a table and it has some option which are independently tasted and implemented after passing the test. In unit test there is options related our project.[13] It was done when we implemented our codes and project. There is some condition and variables those must be fulfill when we test our project.

[13] The test result of our project is given below. Under there is a table containing some requirements. Let’s see our project can fulfill those requirements or not.

VII. FUTURE WORK

[14] In future work we will develop a batter UI and make user-friendly application. [6] We will add some more features like at this time we only develop a booking system after that I will add some more features like user add they want to change parts they add manually.[14] In future make more efficient design and make easy to use application[6].

VIII. CONCLUSION

The article suggested illustrates how the Automotive Service Center Management System (ASCM) flows, structures and operates. ASCM is easy to use, i.e. user friendly. The Android shop is free of charge. It is therefore time to save time and cost-effectively apply. We may thus say that the proposed method can be employed with contemporary technology to minimize human efforts and to enrich human lives.
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